
 
St. Thomas Aquinas College 

English 211: Critical Methods 
Spring 2015 

 
 
Instructor: Dr. Robert Murray 
Class: MW 4:05-5:30 
Office: Spellman 105B  
Office Hours: MW 2:00-4:00 and also by appointment anytime  
Campus Phone: 845-398-4125 or 845-398-4147 
Email: rmurray@stac.edu 
 
 
Required Texts 
Rebecca Harding Davis, Life in the Iron Mills 
Kate Chopin, The Awakening  
Edith Wharton, Ethan Frome  
Nella Larsen, Passing 
Mark Haddon, The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night  
Steven Lynn, Texts and Contexts: Writing about Literature with Critical Theory (6th edition) 
 
 
Course Description 
English 211: Critical Methods serves as an introduction to literary study for the English major or 
Teacher Education concentrator.  As such, we will discuss literature (as well as other cultural 
texts) from a different perspective (and with different tools) than students who are not going to 
major or concentrate in English.  You will leave the course with stronger critical reading skills 
and a theoretical perspective that will deepen your approach to and appreciation of literature and 
prepare you for a career (or for graduate school) working with literature, or analyzing any kinds 
of texts. 
 
 
Course Outcomes 
 
By the end of the semester, students in this class will be able to: 
• Read critically, evaluate textual passages using the correct terminology of literary criticism, 

and inferentially draw conclusions about themes. 
• Demonstrate an understanding of the literary history of England and the United States, and 

knowledge of the major literary schools of thought. 
• Write clear, correctly written essays that demonstrate the ability to support a claim through 

critical thinking and “close reading” skills, applied to primary and secondary evidence. 
• Explore, develop, and present your ideas through class discussions, close readings of the 

texts, and essays. 
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Assignments and Grade Breakdown 
Assignments Due Date Requirements  % of Final Course 

Grade 
Theory Quizzes and 
Reading Responses 

Weekly 1 page, single-spaced 
(Total of 10) 

25% 

Theory Exam February 25  20% 
Essay 1: Critical 

Response 
March 30 5 pages 20% 

Essay 2: Researched 
Critical Response 

April 29 8-10 pages 25% 
 

Participation   10% 
 
 
Quizzes and Reading Responses: During the first part of the course, you will have a quiz on 
each literary theory we discuss – the dates for these are included on the syllabus.  There are no 
trick questions on the quizzes; if you do the reading attentively you should do well on them. 
 
During the second part of the semester, when we move away from Lynn’s text and start reading 
the novels, you will write brief analytical responses to each one.  See if you can “try on” one of 
the critical lenses as you respond to the reading due that day.  You may also develop these 
reading responses into first drafts for Essays 1 and 2.  
 
Essays 1 & 2: These essays should respond to one or more of the literary texts we have read 
together as a class.  Essay 1 will be a close reading that makes a specific claim about the two 
novels we will have read by that point, and Essay 2 will be a similar close reading of the later 
novels, but with outside sources integrated.  I will distribute more specific descriptions later in 
the semester.  
 
Theory Exam: You will be responsible for recognizing as well as applying the critical theories 
we have discussed in the first part of the semester. 
 
Participation: Participation comes in various forms, and below I’ve listed three important ways 
I expect you to participate: 
 

1. Class Discussions: While I will often lecture at the start of class, I will always open 
up class to discussions and workshops.  I expect you will come to class ready to 
contribute your ideas and actively participate in the day’s activities.  
 

2. Discussion Leaders: During the second half of the semester, once we start reading 
the assigned novels, each day one or two students will help lead the class in a 
discussion of the readings.  Don’t panic: as a Discussion Leader, you won’t have to 
do much to prepare; just make sure you have done the readings (obviously) and that 
you come with 2-3 questions for us to consider.  These questions should address the 
content as well as the form – for example, you might ask us to address the narrative 
strategies the author employs as well as the thematic issues related to the content.  
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3. Workshops: I expect you to participate productively during individual as well as peer 
workshops. We’ll discuss workshops later this semester. 
 

Grading Scale  
I will use the following grading scale when evaluating your work:  
 

A 95-100%  C  73-76% 
A- 90-94%  C-  70-72% 
B+ 87-89%  D  65-69% 
B 83-86%  F 65 or Below 
B- 80-82%  INC Incomplete 
C+ 77-79% 

 
Office Hours 
I strongly encourage you to come to my office for help of any kind, or to just talk about the 
issues of the class.  I am in my office all week; please email me or call Mrs. Mary Ann 
Fitzpatrick at 398-4147 to set up an appointment.  

 
Communication 
I prefer to communicate via email rather than phone. If you send me an email and do not receive 
a response within 24 hours, please re-send it.  
 
A note about email etiquette: In every email correspondence with me (and really, with any 
instructor or in any professional setting), please include the following: 

 
• A subject line that is informative (“Question about Essay 1” or “English 211”) 
• A professional salutation (“Dear Dr. Murray”) 
• A message that is well written (correct spelling, grammar, and punctuation) and polite 
• A closing remark (“Thanks for your time”) 
• A signature (i.e. your name) 

 
Be sure to check your email every day as I will frequently communicate with you regarding our 
schedule, assignments, etc. “I didn’t get your email” will not count as a legitimate excuse for not 
coming to class prepared. 

 
Essay Drafts 
While I encourage you to meet with me outside of class to discuss your work, I ask you not to 
email me entire drafts to “look over” just before you hand them in. (That’s a fine moment to 
head to the Center for Academic Excellence to meet with a writing tutor.)  Please feel free to 
come to my office with drafts for me to look over, but we will work more efficiently if you 
approach me in advance of the due date and with questions regarding specific parts of your draft.  

 
Attendance and Participation 
Most class sessions will be run as discussions, and your contributions are vital to our collective 
learning process.  This means you have to be here.  There are four “sick days” which you should 
reserve for illness or emergencies, but otherwise you must show up because the education in a 
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class like this is collaborative, interactive, and interdependent.  People in this class — me 
included — rely on you to be here to add to the discussion and help us see certain things that, 
without you, we may not see.   
 
Do not think that you have to have “the answer” to every question, or the definitive reading of a 
text in order to speak.  At a certain level, we are all making our best guesses. 
 
To prepare for this class, don’t “just do” the reading; think very carefully about the reading, so 
that you will have something to say (and this includes questions to ask) in class.  Write in your 
texts as you read them, or take notes.  Read confusing things at least twice, and out loud if 
necessary.  Look up the definition of words you do not know; you probably carry a dictionary 
with you at all times anyway. 
 
Late Work 
Reading Responses must be submitted the day they are due.  In the case of revising Essay 1, I 
expect the revision within one week of the date it is handed back. 
 
Electronic Use Policy 
In this class, NO CELL PHONES ARE ALLOWED.  I will warn you – usually with a stern 
glance – if I see you using your cell phone. The next time I see you using your cell – regardless 
of whether or not I let you know I see you – I will zero out your entire participation grade.  We 
meet twice a week for 1.5 hours; put away your phones and give your instructor and fellow 
students your full attention during our short time together. 
 
Additionally, here is STAC’s policy on cell phones and laptops: Faculty members at St. Thomas 
Aquinas College have the discretion to regulate the use of electronic devices in their classes, and 
students should not use such devices without the expressed consent of the professor. This policy 
covers cell phones, PDAs, laptop computers, or any other device the use of which might 
constitute a distraction to the professor or to the other students in the class, as determined by the 
professor. Students with documented disabilities should discuss the issue of laptop use with their 
professor at the beginning of the semester.   
 
When a professor designates a time during which laptop computers may be used, they are only to 
be used at the discretion of the faculty member and in accordance with the mission of the 
college. Professors can develop specific and reasonable penalties to deal with violations of these 
general policies. For more extreme cases of classroom disruption, refer to the College's 
Disruptive Student Policy.  
 
Academic Integrity 
There are various forms of plagiarism – from blatant theft, to submitting the same work for two 
different classes, to neglecting to acknowledge a source in your writing. We will discuss 
plagiarism during the course, but let me say up front: All work you do for this class must be your 
own original work (not the work of your roommate or some unknown online “expert”) and 
written specifically for this class.  We will discuss MLA citation in class, and I will expect that in 
Essay 2 when you use outside sources that you correctly document them.  Bear in mind that it is 
as easy for your instructors to find material via a Google search as it is for you; if you have taken 
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material from an online source without properly documenting it, there is a good chance we will 
figure that out pretty quickly.  Evidence of plagiarism will result in a zero grade with no rewrite 
for the assignment and the possibility of further disciplinary action.  
 
Let me offer some advice based on many years of teaching: Don’t let yourself get into a bind. 
Plagiarism nearly always occurs out of the sheer panic that results from one of two perceived 
crises: 1) I cannot do this or 2) I don’t have time to do this.  In the first case, you must see me 
because part of my job is to help you figure out how to do the work.  In the second case, start 
your assignments early so you can allow time for writer’s block, crashing computers, roommates 
in crisis, unexpected travel delays, and other such catastrophes that might lead to desperate 
measures—and so that you can leave time to meet with tutors and your instructor.  Remember 
that the worst piece of writing you can give me is better than anything you will find on the 
internet; it is your own work, it is risk free, and we will be able to discuss revising it for a better 
grade. 
 
Additionally, here is STAC’s formal policy on academic integrity: Academic Integrity, a 
commitment to honesty, fairness, respect, and responsibility, is the foundation of the learning 
process.  All members of the St. Thomas Aquinas College community are held to the highest 
standards of academic honesty.  While we recognize the participatory nature of education, we 
take academic integrity very seriously, and the College policy on academic dishonesty details 
consequences that can include dismissal from the College.  That policy can be found in both the 
Student Handbook and the College Catalog. 
 
As a student in this class, you must demonstrate your commitment to academic integrity by 
submitting work which originates in your own imagination, analytical faculties, or your own 
knowledge, which you have done yourself, and which represents your very best efforts. When 
appropriate, your work should be supplemented and supported by other sources; however, you 
must always insure that these sources are properly cited using the recommended documentation 
system.  
 
Accommodations Statement 
It is the policy of St. Thomas Aquinas College to accommodate students with disabilities in 
accordance with federal and state laws. Any student with a disability who needs an 
accommodation from the appropriate disability services committee (through the Office of 
Academic Advisement) must follow-up with the instructor about the logistics of implementing 
any accommodations.    
 
If you, as a student with a documented disability, have difficulty accessing any part of the course 
materials or activities for this class, please notify the instructor immediately.  Accommodations 
for test-taking must be arranged at least 3 business days in advance – we have one test, the 
Theory Exam, on February 25.  Students with disabilities are encouraged to contact Ms. Andrea 
Kraeft, Director of Academic Advisement and Disability Services Liaison. 
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*************************** 
Schedule  

**Syllabus Subject to Change According to Our Evolving Needs** 
 
 
Please note:  

1. All assignments are due on the date under which they are listed.   
2. Always bring assigned texts to class.  

 
 
Week 1: Introduction to Critical Methods 
Wednesday, January 21 
Introduction to class; introduction to text  
In-class writing exercise: Why are you an English major or concentrator? 
 
Week 2: Thinking Critically  
Monday, January 26 
Reading due: Lynn: Chapter 1: “An Introduction, Theoretically” 
 
Wednesday, January 28 
Reading due: Lynn: Chapter 2: “Critical Worlds” and Appendix 2 
 
Week 3: New Criticism and Reader-Response Criticism 
Monday, February 2 
Reading due: Lynn: Chapter 3: “Unifying the Work: New Criticism” 
New Criticism quiz 
 
Wednesday, February 4 
Reading due: Lynn: Chapter 4: “Creating the Text: Reader-Response Criticism” 
Reader-Response Criticism quiz 
 
Week 4: Structuralism, Deconstruction, and Historical Criticism 
Monday, February 9 
Reading due: Lynn: Chapter 5: “Opening Up the Text: Structuralism and Deconstruction”  
Structuralism and Deconstruction quiz 
 
Wednesday, February 11 
Reading due: Lynn: Chapter 6: “Connecting the Text: Varieties of Historical Criticism” 
Historical Criticism quiz 
 
Week 5: Psychological Criticism; Feminism; Post-feminism; and Queer Theory 
Monday, February 16 
Reading due: Lynn: Chapter 7: “Minding the Work: Psychological Criticism” 
Psychological Criticism quiz 
 
Wednesday, February 18 
Reading due: Lynn: Chapter 8: “Gendering the Text…” 
Gender, Feminism, Queer Theory quiz  
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Week 6: Exam week 
Monday, February 23 
Review for Literary Theory and History Exam 
  
Wednesday, February 25 
Theory Exam 
 
Week 7: Rebecca Harding Davis 
Monday, March 2 
Reading due: Harding: Life in the Iron Mills 
Writing due: Reading Response to Harding 
Student Discussion Leaders 
  
Wednesday, March 4 
Reading due: Harding: Life in the Iron Mills 
Student Discussion Leaders 
 
Week 8: Spring Break 
 
Week 9: Kate Chopin 
Monday, March 16 
Reading due: Chopin: The Awakening 
Writing due: Reading Response to Chopin 
Student Discussion Leaders 
 
Wednesday, March 18 
Reading due: Chopin: The Awakening 
Student Discussion Leaders 
 
Week 10: Writing Workshops 
Monday, March 23 
Independent Workshop on Essay 1 
 
Wednesday, March 25 
Peer Workshop on Essay 1 
Research Process Discussion 
 
Week 11: Edith Wharton  
Monday, March 30 
Reading due: Wharton: Ethan Frome 
Writing due: Reading Response to Wharton  
Student Discussion Leaders 
Writing due: Essay 1 - Critical Response 
 
Wednesday, April 1 
Reading due: Wharton: Ethan Frome 
Student Discussion Leaders 
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Week 12: Nella Larsen 
Monday, April 6 
Reading due: Larsen: Passing 
Writing due: Reading Response to Larsen 
Student Discussion Leaders 
 
Wednesday, April 8 
Reading due: Larsen: Passing 
Student Discussion Leaders 
Email me by midnight Friday the two scholarly articles you will use in your second paper as well as a 
brief justification for why you’ve chosen these sources. 
 
Week 13: Mark Haddon 
Monday, April 13 
Reading due: Haddon: The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night 
Writing due: Reading Response to Haddon 
Student Discussion Leaders 
     
Wednesday, April 15 
Reading due: Haddon: The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night 
Student Discussion Leaders 
 
Week 14 
Monday, April 20 
Research Essay Workshop 
 
Wednesday, April 22 
Research Essay Workshop 
 
Week 15: Last Week of Classes 
Monday, April 27 
Instructor Conferences 
 
Wednesday, April 29 
Writing due: Essay 2 - Researched Critical Response 
         
 
 


